
You can subscribe to the free Story Pirates podcast to hear hilarious 
stories by kids from around the world! As a companion to the podcast, 
the Story Pirates are developing Common Core aligned narrative 
writing lesson plans, for teachers who want to use our stories as a 
teaching tool in the classroom.* The lessons are drawn from our years of 

experience teaching writing to kids around the country, 
and from the writing guide in our critically acclaimed 
book, Stuck in the Stone Age.

Please enjoy these sample lesson plans, and stay tuned to 
the podcast to find out when we’ll be releasing more!

Lesson Plan Companion

*The Common Core standards used for reference in the lesson plans are 3rd grade standards, but the lessons are intended to be flexible for 
teachers to use in multiple elementary grades.

PODCAST

New to podcasts? 
Podcasts are free and available to anyone with a smartphone or computer. You can find 
the Story Pirates podcast on Apple Podcasts or Google Play, or by asking your smart 
speaker to “play the Story Pirates Podcast.”



Characters with Big Dreams
Lesson #1:

Overview
It’s a classic, crowd pleasing story: there’s a character with a big dream, and they work hard to achieve it. By the 
end of the story, we celebrate along with the character as they finally accomplish their goal. The question for young 
writers, however, is how to make that story arc exciting. How do you set your character up to struggle, and face 
setbacks, so that they don’t achieve their big dream too easily? This lesson provides some straightforward, easy-to-
grasp solutions to this dilemma, starting with the song “Nothing is Impossible” from the Story Pirates podcast.

Common Core Standards
1. CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.3.3 A: Establish a situation and introduce a narrator and/or characters; organize an 

event sequence that unfolds naturally.

2. CCSS.S.L3.2: Determine the main ideas and supporting details of a text read aloud or information presented in 
diverse media and formats, including visually, quantitatively, and orally.

Objectives
1. Students will be able to create a detailed character using the graphic organizer provided, including a strong 

motivating goal for the character.

Materials Needed
1. Story Pirates Podcast: Season 2, Episode 12 – “Nothing is Impossible,” Begin at 3 min  

(available for download on all podcast platforms)

2. Character Creator™   

3. List of “Big Dreams”

Before you begin, check how students understand the following:
• What is a character?

• What are character traits?

• What are some examples of stories you know where characters have a dream, and try to accomplish it?

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/3/3/
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Activities
Intro/Listening
Every character wants something. In fact, some whole stories are about a character with a big dream trying to 
accomplish their goal. Today we’re going to focus on a simple way to make your story more exciting: giving your 
character a big dream that will be very hard for them to achieve. For example, let’s listen to the story “Nothing is 
Impossible,” about a character who wants something so hard to achieve that all her friends think it’s...well, impossible!

Check for Understanding
After listening, you might discuss the following with your students:

• Who is the main character? What do they want? 
A: Glitter the Horse dreams of being a world famous guitar player, but no one believes in her dream and 
everyone laughs at her.

• What makes it hard for this character to get what they want? 
A: Beyond the obvious answer (it’s hard to play a guitar with hooves), you can emphasize that becoming a 
working musician is actually a hard goal for anyone to achieve. It takes a huge amount of practice, work, and luck 
even for someone with hands! Making the character a horse just made this dream extra difficult (and hopefully, 
extra interesting for the story).

Brainstorming
For this brainstorming activity, use our list of “big dreams”, or create your own! Cut them up so that each 
example is on an individual piece of paper, and put them into a bag. Then you can play the following game: 

• A student volunteer pulls a “big dream” from the bag. (For example: “to open an ice cream store.”)

• The class will brainstorm a character with a weakness that would make it very hard to achieve this dream. This 
weakness can be an ordinary, human weakness (for example: “the character is a girl who is grossed out by milk, 
the main ingredient in ice cream”) or it can be a more extreme weakness having to do with who or what the 
character is (for example, “the character is made of lava, so the ice cream would melt.”)

• If desired, a volunteer can briefly act out this character, and their weakness.

• The teacher will direct the group towards making a wide variety of choices, to explore a diverse array of possible 
characters. For example, if several volunteers in a row suggests an animal character, the teacher can challenge 
the group to come up with weaknesses that could apply to human characters.

We Do
The class will work together to fill out a sample version of the Character Creator, which will be projected at the front 
of the room, if possible. The teacher will take suggestions from student volunteers, and write down/draw their ideas 
for each category on the graphic organizer. Based on your students, you could decide to either:

• Decide on a “big dream” for the character first, then decide on a weakness that will make the “big dream” very 
hard to achieve, (just as you did in the brainstorming game), and flesh out the character further  
from there.



• OR,  if you believe your students have a good grasp on the concept, you could tell them to start with any part of 
the character that they have an idea for, and decide on the dream later! They just need to be sure to choose the 
right “big dream” for the character, and make sure it is hard to achieve. 

• In either case, make sure your students remember something we pointed out in the “Check for Understanding” 
section: a “big dream” should be something that’s not easy to accomplish. It should be a challenge even if you 
didn’t have a weakness standing in the way. Make sure to think BIG! Don’t just have the character want an ice 
cream cone--have them want to open a whole ice cream store! Or don’t just have the character want to find 
water. Have them looking for water on Mars, etc.

You Do
Using the Character Creator, students will imagine their own characters with big dreams--and decide why the dream 
might be very hard for the character to accomplish. As they work:

• Students should keep in mind that a character can be a human, and animal, or something totally imaginary.

• Depending on your students, you might instruct them to follow the same pattern from the brainstorm and 
the “We Do”: decide on a “big dream” for the character first, and design the rest of the character from there, 
focusing in particular on finding a weakness that will make the “big dream” very hard to achieve.

• Or, if you believe your students have a good grasp on the concept, you can tell them to start with any part of the 
character that they have an idea for. All that matters is that they eventually wind up with a character who has a 
“big dream” and a weakness making it very hard to achieve that dream.

• Remember to think BIG with those big dreams! Don’t make them too easy to accomplish!

Sharing/Reflection: 
Students will share their characters, and the “big dream” they’ve chosen. Follow up questions for students could 
include:

• How did you come up with the idea?

• Why will this dream be very hard for the character to accomplish? 

Stuck in the Stone Age!
The Character Creator comes directly from the Story Pirate’s book Stuck in the Stone Age. Based 
on an original idea by a real kid, Stuck in the Stone Age is by New York Times Bestseller Geoff 
Rodkey, and features a companion writing guide for kids.  For more information about how 
to create your own character with big dreams—and how to write a whole story about that 
character—get a copy of the book today! Find out more at storypirates.com/book
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Name: Class:

CHARACTER CREATOR
Character’s Name

Strengths
What are they good at?

Personality
How do they act/what 
are they like to be 
around?

Weaknesses
What are they NOT good at?

Big Dream
What do they want 

more than anything in 
the world?

Why is it hard for this character to achieve their big dream?

Draw  
your character!



1. Own an ice cream shop

2. Become a professional surfer

13. Climb to the top of a volcano

6. Have a pet tiger

17. Join the circus as a trapeze artist

4. Knit the world’s largest blanket

15. Find water on Mars

8. Do a million push-ups

19. Make friends with 1000 people.

11. Run a million miles

22. Climb Mt Everest

3. Build and live in a sand castle

14. Hit the highest note in the world  
while singing

7. Fly across the Pacific Ocean

18. Program an incredible video game

10. Pull a rabbit out of a magic hat

21. Build a robot

5. Bake the world’s biggest pie

16. Train dogs to ride bicycles

9. Publish a bestselling novel

20. Build a skyscraper.

12. Win a basketball tournament

23. Explore the bottom of the ocean

24. Fly a hot air balloon across the country
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27. Create a dragon using science

26. Learn how to talk to sharks

25. Eat the world’s largest pizza 38. Find buried treasure

31. Sail a boat around the world

42. Become the strongest person in  
the world

29. Win an Oscar

40. Beat a super computer at chess

33. Make friends with a pack of gorillas

44. Run for president and win

36. Write the funniest joke of all time

47. Discover a long lost shipwreck, deep in 
the ocean

28. Read every book in the library

39. Host your own talk show

32. Fly to another planet and meet an alien

43. Win a singing contest

35. Own a popular restaurant

46. Get a black belt in karate

30. Win an Olympic gold medal

41. Write a bestselling book

34. Ride a wild elephant

45. Direct your own movie

37. Win an award for Teacher of the Year

48. Make your very grumpy uncle laugh

49. Open a candy factory

50. Invent a new medicine


